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COCKBURN CEMENT EMISSIONS 

Grievance 
MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn) [9.47 am]: I thank the Premier for taking this grievance from me. There are 
residents from Cockburn in the gallery here today. I welcome them to Parliament. They are here today to bring to 
the Premier’s attention their plight over emissions and odour from Cockburn Cement Ltd. Their homes, their 
cars and their health are being put at risk because of the actions of Cockburn Cement. Lime and cement dust is 
emanating from Cockburn Cement and is covering their properties. This is affecting not only the surrounding 
houses, but also areas as far as away as Yangebup and Beeliar. Odour from the plant is going as far as South 
Lake, Glen Iris and Leeming, which are tens of kilometres away from the plant. I would like to bring it to the 
Premier’s attention, while he is listening to my grievance, by laying on the table for the rest of the day some 
photographs showing exactly what is happening. I have photographs here of a typical piece of property—a car in 
the area—that is covered in lime dust. This photograph is of a particularly bad day at Cockburn Cement, and the 
plant has completely disappeared from view because of the dust emanating from it. The Premier can see the dust 
hanging in the air over the surrounding houses. Mr Pia, who is in the gallery today, was on TV and this picture of 
his solar panels shows the cement dust that he had swept up on his solar panels. One can imagine what that does 
to a solar panel. As the residents argue that the situation is worse at night, we have some night photographs to 
show the Premier the emissions from Cockburn Cement and how far they travel. I would like to lay this selection 
of photographs on the table and bring them to the attention of the Premier.  

[The paper was tabled for the information of members.]  

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Cockburn Cement Ltd argues that it is operating within its licence conditions. Whenever an 
incident of cement or lime dust emissions is brought to CCL’s attention by residents, the Cockburn city council 
or by me, CCL argues that it is operating within its licence conditions. During the normal process of the plant’s 
functions, it is operating within its licence conditions. That is the whole point! CCL’s licence conditions must be 
tightened up. For the benefit of the Premier, the key to the problem is that lime kilns trip. Downstream from the 
cement kilns is an electrostatic precipitator, which is a magnetic filter system that takes the lime and cement dust 
out of the gas flue stream. When the kiln trips, the filter system goes off, and, under the licence conditions, CCL 
is allowed to continue operating for 60 minutes, and then a further five minutes after that, before it must shut the 
kiln down completely. That means that there are no filters whatsoever on the kilns for an hour, which pushes the 
dust up the stack and spreads it all over residences. That is the problem. Massive emissions of lime and cement 
dust are going all over the surrounding houses and suburbs. Cockburn Cement is the only company on the 
Kwinana strip that has those conditions in place. No other company on the Kwinana strip could get away with 
that. Alcoa, Tiwest, CSBP Ltd and Rio Tinto – Zinc Corporation when it operated the HIsmelt plant would not 
be able to get away with what Cockburn Cement is doing because of the historical nature of the licensing 
conditions that bind the company. 

Cockburn Cement is also emitting odour. It put a water-injection system in the flue to dampen the cement dust. 
However, the air is so hot when it comes out of the kiln that the water evaporates and causes odour. There is now 
not only dust but also odour travelling for tens of kilometres around the surrounding residences. The company 
recently put a covering agent into the odour stream that smells like toilet cleaner. It was bad before because it 
smelled like sulfur but it is worse now because it smells like toilet cleaner. 

I also bring to the Premier’s attention the issue of Cockburn Cement’s energy use. Until very recently it used 
80 per cent gas and 20 per cent coal. It is now using 80 per cent coal and 20 per cent gas. It has a stockpile of 
35 000 tonnes of coal onsite. There have been more than 71 fires onsite because the coal is Collie coal, which 
self-combusts. There have been 71 fires since the beginning of January. I believe that it is the combination of the 
transformation of the energy used from gas to coal that has caused the emissions of dust to reach these levels 
over the past 18 months. I am absolutely positive that that is what is occurring. However, there is an answer to 
all this, which is to use what is called a baghouse filter. Cockburn Cement knows about the baghouse filter 
system because it discussed it with the local council and me in 2006 when the company wanted to build a new 
kiln like the existing kiln 6, which is a large kiln. When I was the Minister for Industry and Enterprise, Cockburn 
Cement told me that it would put a baghouse filter system in place to cover the whole site to stop all the 
emissions, but it never did that; it never took those steps. Because of the pressure that we have put the company 
under recently, it has now agreed to put a baghouse filter on kiln 6. This is not enough. It is only by installing a 
baghouse filter that covers all six plants could it resolve the whole problem. The Minister for Environment can 
fix it by changing the licence conditions to ensure that the company must install a baghouse filter system if it 
wants to continue to operate. The government can fix this, Premier, by putting pressure on Cockburn Cement to 
install backhouse filter systems as part of the company’s operating conditions. If that was made clear to 
Cockburn Cement right now, it would make the decision to invest in that system and comply with those 
conditions when they come into place. 
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[Interruption from the gallery.] 

The SPEAKER: Those of you in the public gallery are more than welcome in here to observe the processes in 
this place, but you cannot involve yourselves in it. 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Premier) [9.53 am]: I thank the member for his well-researched grievance 
and for the sensible way he presented it, including making suggestions to deal with the issue. The Minister for 
Health is also here because this issue covers several portfolios. As Minister for State Development I have 
responsibility for the agreement act. The Minister for Environment has responsibilities, and the Minister for 
Health is involved to assess whether there is any risk to public health. I also welcome those people to the public 
gallery. Clearly this issue is more than just a local issue as it has spread to the neighbouring suburbs. The 
photographs of the amount and accumulation of dust on the residents’ properties are quite graphic, and there is a 
problem with the odour, particularly if there is an issue of public health. 

I will make a couple of comments by way of background, which no doubt the member for Cockburn is aware of. 
Cockburn Cement has been operating under its agreement act since 1953. It is the state’s major producer of 
cement and lime used in the construction industry, and it also is a key element in the mineral processing industry 
for gold, alumina and, I think, nickel. There always has been some contention around the operation of Cockburn 
Cement. Usually that has involved the dredging operations in Owen Anchorage. When the areas the company 
was dredging began to run out in the late 1990s, there was some discussion about dredging between the two 
shipping channels. Sometimes things take a long time; I remember dealing with that issue in the late 1990s, and I 
know that it continued during the years of the former Labor government. Coincidentally, there is a bill before the 
house that resolves that issue satisfactorily. However, this is a different issue that relates to the operation of the 
kilns at Munster. 

As the member for Cockburn indicated, the Department of Environment and Conservation has initiated a review 
of Cockburn Cement’s operating licence for its cement and lime manufacturing plant at Munster. That has 
occurred largely as a result of community feedback. I think the department has received 56 submissions for that 
review. The licence review process will address the issues of dust and odour, as raised by the member. The draft 
licence was open for public comment until 30 April and, as I said, more than 50 submissions were received. 
Cockburn Cement has agreed to install a new emissions control system, which will comprise a heat exchange 
and bag filter for kiln 6, to which the member also referred. That is a significant expenditure of some 
$23 million. I understand that that will do a lot to control the dust problem but not necessarily the odour issue. 
Hopefully it will improve the situation, but I understand that the issue has deteriorated. The member mentioned 
the greater use of coal. The environmental assessment is looking at using gas. That would probably get rid of a 
lot of the odour issues and some of the other matters. That is a higher cost to the company, so there is some way 
to go on that. The problem would presumably reduce quite significantly if the kilns were fired by natural gas 
rather than coal. 

The Minister for Health has become directly involved in this issue because of the health aspects, and I thank him 
for that. It is a pity that he cannot speak on this grievance. The public health principal toxicologist visited 
Cockburn Cement on 30 July. The Department of Health is assessing the data and the public health standards 
that are required. The department is working with ChemCentre and also the City of Cockburn on the analysis of 
any material that falls in the vicinity of Cockburn Cement. The monitoring being done by the Department of 
Health is in addition to that being done by the Department of Environment and Conservation. The Department of 
Health advises that its preliminary assessment of the dust monitoring data does not indicate a risk to public 
health, but I stress that it intends to do further analysis and sampling, so that is not determined as yet. 

The member has raised an issue that is clearly of significance in his electorate and for the people in the public 
gallery and their neighbours. Between the principal agencies of Environment and Health, and through to the state 
agreement act, I assure the member that we will address this issue. I hope it can be resolved. That will require an 
investment in not only bag filters, but also possibly a requirement for the company to return to using natural gas. 
I ask the community to bear with us. We understand the seriousness of the issue and certainly we should have 
some further information, I would think reasonably soon, on any public health issues. Although the dust and the 
odour are clearly annoying and affecting people’s quality of life, I think that everyone would agree that we need 
to ascertain whether there is a public health issue. That will be the key determinant. I am very conscious that 
there are children living in the area. I thank the member for raising the issue. It is an important amenity and 
quality-of-life issue, and perhaps a public health issue. I assure the member that we will act upon the results as 
soon as we get them.  
 


